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Sophie Harker - Flight Futurist. Aerodynamics engineer at BAE Systems.
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Introduction
The ERA Foundation’s centenary year has proved to be a dramatic one, for
the UK working through the final stages of Brexit and for the global community facing the immense challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic. In spite of
these challenges, the ERA Foundation has continued to expand its portfolio
of activities, supporting the UK’s technology manufacturing and helping to
raise the capability of the next generation of engineers.
We are proud of the special efforts that our STEM education partners have made to rapidly shift their
programmes to new digital platforms, reaching pupils and teachers working from home and continuing to encourage pupils across the UK towards careers in engineering and applied science.
I would also like to compliment the Foundation’s IT and creative team on the rebranding update for
the Foundation and the very appealing new Born to Engineer videos which really catch the spirit of
the moment and are proving very successful in engaging the attention of a much wider range of
young people.
Our policy development partners, Civitas and Policy Connect, have also been working hard, using
their considerable expertise to focus government awareness on the real needs of the manufacturing
sector, especially in the current chaotic environment.
The Foundation itself is committed to continue to play its part in these endeavours and we have significantly increased our project budget in light of Covid-19 and Brexit, allocating a minimum of £1.5m
over the next three years to strategic programmes with our partners.
The ERA Foundation will focus on four large-scale, headline programmes, each of which will stretch
over two years. These will be in addition to ERAF’s longstanding commitments to various prestigious
Awards and Born to Engineer. The four programmes are:
1.

Promoting Innovative UK Manufacturing and strengthening UK supply chains.

2.

A full-scale STEM Accord programme focussed on the Midlands manufacturing ecosystem involving all of ERA Foundation’s STEM delivery partners, businesses, LEPs and Local Authorities.

3.

National programme to engage up to 350 companies and 176,000 pupils in design for manufacturing

4.

National programme to boost FE provision of STEM skills for careers in industry

In the following report there are further details and examples of inspirational projects that the Foundation is sponsoring alongside the four themes I have highlighted above. We feel that the Foundation’s ability to react quickly to support innovative responses in those areas important to us has never
been more important. We are very fortunate indeed to have members and partners who have shown
their commitment to work with us.

Professor Sir Christopher Snowden
FRS FREng FIET FIEEE FCGI
Chairman
The ERA Foundation
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1. Innovative manufacture and strengthening UK supply chains
The need for the UK to capitalise on its historical strengths in innovation and manufacturing has
featured widely in a number of articles and in the press as consideration now turns to how the UK can
best climb out of the Coronavirus crisis and re-establish a level of self-sustainability in manufacturing
for the UK. The challenge for the Foundation is how we can be most effective in supporting this drive
over the next 1-2 years and the proposal is to reallocate budget over the next two years toward manufacturing support. There are two elements to consider, how to form an initiative to get across to Government the series of actions they need to take to create an environment that encourages operations
and investment in UK manufacturing and the potential for direct support of manufacturing initiatives.

1.a Influencing Government Policy
The Foundation was a headline sponsor of Policy Connect’s 2020 Report “Level Up Industry” and recommendations 5, 6 and 7 of that report are particularly relevant to the strategy that we are proposing.
Actions are now underway with Civitas and Policy Connect on a series of Roundtable events, policy
reports and direct engagement with government and industry organisations working for a post-Covid-19 industrial manufacturing led recovery.

1.b Direct funding of manufacturing initiatives/awards
The ERA Foundation has supported direct engagement with manufacturing SMEs via the project with
the University of Huddersfield and sponsored awards with Made Smarter. A budget provision has
been made to support similar initiatives over the next two years, including opportunities for partnerships with new organisations such as MakeUK, MakeItBritish or others with a similar mission.

2.STEM Accord programme focussed on the Midlands manufacturing ecosystem
Lead Partner – The Smallpeice Trust
Prior to the Coronavirus outbreak, the ERAF had already laid the foundations for tighter coordination with and between our STEM delivery partners through STEM Accord. There is an opportunity to
further increase the scope and impact of STEM Accord activity over 2021 and 2022 with a programme
based in the heartlands of manufacturing in the Midlands which will foster engagement between
schools, companies and regional authorities.
The 2019 Bristol pilot was a positive first step for STEM Accord and although interrupted by Covid-19,
it will be restarted and taken to completion once schools in the region have returned. The Midlands
initiative will be a full-scale, two-year programme which will build significantly on the learning from
Bristol. It will be led by Smallpeice, who have close alignment to ERAF’s overall mission and who have
strong links with companies and other key organisations in the Midlands. It will:
•

Engage with the West Midlands Industrial Strategy

•

Connect with Birmingham, Coventry, Sheffield and Warwickshire LEPs

•

Target key industry sectors; Battery Technologies Energy, Future Mobility (Aerospace, Automotive
and Rail)

•

Outputs will be: Recruit a minimum of 100 manufacturing companies, 5,000 students, match
funding of ERAF’s donations, a series of high-profile STEM days, apprenticeship and parent engagement events.
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Halvard Grimstad Robot Maker. Mechanical engineer at Saga Robotics.

3. National programme for design for manufacturing - Design & Technology Association
Lead Partner DATA
The UK has a long and proud heritage in engineering, design and manufacturing. In many sectors we
have led the world – and still do. Our reputation for design remains high, but across a number of sectors the skills gap is widening, and we are currently facing challenges. Business leaders are facing ever
increasing problems in finding their workforces of the future – bright, creative and innovative young
people inspired to work in both design and technological fields and skilled in these areas. Industry looks
to schools to fix the problem but school leaders, finding design and technology (D&T) both time and
resource expensive are cutting back in these areas in favour of subjects deemed more conducive to the
acquisition of favourable Ofsted outcomes under the current accountability system. The result is that
students with an interest in D&T are side-lined and similarly many local engineering firms who might
have otherwise supported this part of the curriculum have become disenchanted and disengaged.
Blueprint 1000 is a national initiative being launched by DATA to engage companies directly in developing and nurturing a future workforce from their local schools. This innovative programme has been
developed to bridge the gap between the classroom and the workplace and ultimately to inspire more
young people towards employment within the UK’s engineering, manufacturing and digital sectors.
High quality training will improve teacher knowledge, competence and confidence, whilst industry engagement will provide context for student learning and improve the quality of careers education in line
with the recommendations set out by Gatsby. Funding will support the Association’s transition towards a
self-sustaining membership business model.
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4. National programme to boost FE provision of STEM skills for careers in industry
Lead Partner STEM Learning
The attainment of maths qualifications is currently a very significant block for students who would
otherwise be promising candidates for roles in STEM industries. Unfortunately, GCSE maths education presents a particular challenge and drain on resources in FE Colleges. In FE colleges, funding
rates per pupil are significantly below schools and universities. Some colleges teach maths to a class
from a mix of vocational disciplines and abilities. Support must be tailored and can’t just be transferred from the school environment. FE Colleges are desperate for help with this issue, and no-one
else is providing it.
All STEM employers are looking to widen the talent pool at all levels, not just HE graduates – and are
having particular issues recruiting to meet vocational skills. Engineering firms are employing apprentices from FE colleges and will also employ those with T levels (the new level 3 vocational qualification), which will be delivered via FE colleges. The vocational digital technology skills that are taught
in FE are in high demand – e.g. nursing care, chemical laboratory technology, health technologies.
Never has this been more apparent than during the current Covid-19 pandemic. This demand is equal
to that of the cutting edge/research technology that is seen in HE environment.
The main objective of this proposal is to deliver a 2-year STEM pilot to build an evidence base, focused on demonstrating what works to improve outcomes in GCSE maths for young people in

Engineers Mimi Isabella Nwosu, Ebony Allison and Minal Patel
prepare to film a Born to Engineer rountable video
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FE colleges, in order to make the case to DfE for continuing this support in future – extending it to all
FE colleges. This pilot will reach 25% of colleges – around 50. DfE will be closely engaged from the
outset with the emphasis on the benefit to the UK economy that could be achieved by increasing the
number of students taking up STEM careers. Investing in improving the maths departments in 50 FE
colleges, will reach around 250 maths teachers. CPD for teachers has a sustained impact on young
people, year-on-year. We estimate that over a period of 5 years this investment in CPD will impact on
125,000 young people.

Other Projects
Primary Engineer – STATWARS
Primary Engineer have, over the past 12 years, created an engineering curriculum that spans Early
Years, Primary, Secondary and Further Education institutions. Its core aims include; the development
of children and young people through engagement with engineering, the promotion of engineering
careers for pupils through inspiring programmes and competitions, the development of engineering
skills for teachers and practitioners as a sustainable model and working to address the gender imbalance in science and engineering. Primary Engineer are funded from a very wide range of companies
and other organisations, with annual turnover now just over £1m, all done from a standing start from
Primary Engineer’s original formation. The reach of Primary Engineer is also impressive, with over
90,000 pupils, 5,000 teacher and 1,700 schools in their network and a gender mix of 51% girls/49%
boys. Primary Engineer is already beginning to work with a number of ERAF’s partners, including
Engineering UK, Royal Academy of Engineering and the Commission of 1851 who, like the Foundation, recognise that reaching pupils at primary age is a key factor in switching them to STEM related
careers.
The ERA Foundation supported the 2020 launch of an exciting new initiative called StatWars 2020.
This will engage children in live projects involving data analysis, demonstrating the importance of
being able to assemble facts, carry out analysis and visualisation to then inform action or to inform
the design and development of new products or processes. Initial pilot activity has proved that this
is an area capable of capturing children’s imagination and energy. The Foundation’s support enabled
Primary Engineer to attract other industry sponsors to expand the programme nationally.

In2Science
In2Science Background
Young people from disadvantaged backgrounds face major barriers when pursuing their interest
in science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM). This results in their under-representation at
university and in STEM careers. The In2scienceUK Programme tackles each of these barriers through
its innovative approach to support lasting positive change. We aim to help each young person secure
their future while promoting diversity and inclusion in the STEM sector as a whole. All our students
apply online and are interview ed by In2scienceUK staff. 100% of the young people that take part in
the in2scienceUK programme are:
•

Free school meal recipients.

•

Have parents who do not hold higher education qualifications.

•

Are in care or are careers.

•

Live in a postcode in which few progress to higher education.

Currently, only 11% of students on free school meals progress to top universities. However, inde-
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Industrial Fellowship – Joe Lawton
We were delighted to announce
that Joe Lawton was selected as this
year’s ERA Foundation Fellow with an
Industrial Fellowship from the Royal
Commission for the Exhibition of
1851.
Joe was selected for his project on
the ‘Remote plasma sputtering of
high quality thermochromic thin films
for energy conservation’.

Joe is an engineering doctorate
candidate at the MiNMaT Centre for
Doctoral Training, University of Surrey, and is sponsored by and based
at PlasmaQuest Ltd. This award will
enable Joe to increase the depth and
impact of the highly topical energy
saving project and help him develop
into a high calibre research engineer
and STEM ambassador.

2020 Clark Prize Winners:
Gordon Taylor and Gavin Sharp

ERA Foundation Royal Society
Entrepreneur in Residence: Virginia Hodge

This year the ERA Foundation assessment panel
awarded the David Clark prize to Gavin Sharp and
Gordon Taylor, two outstanding teachers.

The ERA Foundation is pleased to announce that
Virginia Hodge CEng FIET was appointed the Royal
Society ERA Foundation Entrepreneur in Residence.

The prize recognises those that have gone beyond
what is required in the teaching syllabus and have
been able to demonstrate a strong track record of
showcasing real-world engineering to students while
inspiring them.

The two-year secondment, which started on 26th
March, aims to increase the knowledge and awareness in UK universities of cutting edge industrial
science, research and innovation.

The ERA was delighted to announce that the prize
would go to both Gordon Taylor from Walton Priory
Middle School and Gavin Sharp from St Bede’s Primary School.
While the prize has always been open to those working in primary schools, secondary schools or colleges, this year the board decided to award the prize to
both a primary and secondary school teacher.
Both Gordon and Gavin demonstrated an extraordinary vision for engineering and a high level of creativity in shaping their work with young people.

Virginia is a former Vice-President of the Institution
of Engineering and Technology (IET) and Director at
Heron Associates, a consultancy providing mentoring
and systems engineering expertise to customers in
the Air Traffic Management and Defence industries.
Her background in the field of systems engineering
and computer science, and over 30 years of technical, strategic and managerial experience in sectors
including aviation and defence, made her an excellent candidate for the award.
Virginia will began the Entrepreneur-in-Residence
secondment at the end of March 2020, at University
of Southampton.
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Our Board
Our board combines a wealth of experience and deep knowledge of
the Engineering and Manufacturing sector. The Foundation is driven by
their belief in a focused approach, innovation, and investment in the
next generation of engineers.

Sir Alan Rudge
CBE FREng FRS
President ERA Foundation
Professor Sir Christopher Snowden
FRS FREng FIET FIEEE FCGI
Chairman ERA Foundation

Mike Carr
OBE FREng
Board Member
Andrew Churchill
FIET
Board Member

Dr Paul Golby
CBE FREng
Board Member
Thomas Gordon
Chartered FCSI
Board Member

Dr Joanna Kennedy
OBE FREng FICE
Board Member
Sir John O’Reilly
DSc FREng HonFIET
Board Member

Keith Robson
CEng, FIET
Executive Secretary
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pendently compiled statistics conclude that the In2scienceUK programme has a significant impact
with 83% of our students progressing to university and 45% to top universities. Following the programme significantly more young people are more confident, know a range of STEM career pathways
and feel that people like them work in science and engineering. To date we have supported over
2000 young people.
Due to the outbreak of Covid-19, In2scienceUK faced the prospect of being unable to continue with
its placement programme to support young people from disadvantaged backgrounds gain summer
placements, workshops and skills days delivered by STEM professionals face to face in companies
and universities. However, the Foundation funded the cost of transforming online delivery of the programme and as a result support 567 young people gain insight into cutting edge research, mentoring
from STEM professionals and support with university and apprenticeship access.

Foundation Sponsorship for the IET ‘Early Career Professional in industry’ Medal.
The Foundation has agreed to sponsor this award from 2020

Latest Born to Engineer Video Series Released
Mimi Isabella Nwosu tackles Engineering Myths
October saw the launch of a brand new series of Born to Engineer videos. The new series explores a
new format of videos aimed at building on the success of the first series.
The outreach videos, which have proved popular on Twitter, aim to look at, and talking about, the
realities of modern Engineering careers in order to encourage more students to think about STEM
careers when choosing GCSE, A-Level and University courses.
In ‘Engineering Myths’ Civil Engineer Mimi Isabella Nwosu asks can engineers fix everything? Do you
have to be a genius to become an engineer? Are all engineers boring white guys?
Mimi Isabella is a Assistant Materials Engineer at Sir Robert McAlpine where works in the quality department looking at concrete production and quality on the building projects.
She completed her degree in Civil Engineering at the University of Portsmouth in 2018 and after
taking her placement year she knew that she wanted to work in the varied and challenging field of
construction. Mimi-Isabella was nominated as one of the ‘Top 500 most inspiring and influential people in the UK’s construction industry’ at The London Build Expo 2019 and was also awarded the role of
a ‘Diversity in Construction ambassador’.
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Center - Michelle Hicks. Thrill Designer. Civil engineer at Firefly Creations
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